
 
 

What Texas Employers Should Know About Hurricane 
Harvey Disaster Tax Relief for Employees 

 
Employers can offer disaster relief payments and assistance to employees impacted by Hurricane 
Harvey.  Employees also have additional benefits and rights that employers need to understand.  
However, it is important for employers to understand that there is some complexity to providing 
these benefits under the Internal Revenue Code and other legal traps.  This Chamberlain 
Hrdlicka Alert is to highlight for employers the complexity of helping employees without 
running afoul of the Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”), the Department of Labor (“DOL”) or 
state laws. 
 
Hurricane Harvey was declared a major disaster in Texas by the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (“FEMA”).  This declaration means that qualified tax-free disaster 
assistance payments can be made to Hurricane Harvey victims and it also provides additional 
relief for employees and employers.   
 
Employer Payments to Employees Directly – No Charity 
 
Employers can make direct cash payments to employees without utilizing a charitable 
organization.  Under Internal Revenue Code (“IRC”) Section 139, employers may provide tax-
free "qualified disaster relief payments" directly to employees without the need to create a 
private foundation, public charity or donor advised fund.  These direct disaster relief payments 
are excluded from gross income and are also not subject to employment taxes or withholding.  
Moreover, based on the legislative history of IRC Section 139 and IRS rulings, employers can 
take a deduction for these employee payments, however, special considerations should be 
considered and documented.  Furthermore, certain disaster related expenses may also avoid 
Texas sales tax.   
 
Employer Payments to Employees – Employer-Sponsored Charities 
 
While employers are not required to utilize a charity in making such payments, employers may 
have various reasons for utilizing a charitable organization to make such payments, including the 
charitable contribution deduction. Typically, employers want to use a charitable organization to 
permit other employees and independent contractors to make donations that are eligible for a 
charitable contribution deduction. 
 
The IRS developed special rules to apply to employer-sponsored charities to assist employers 
with helping their employees in times of need after a disaster.  The types of benefits a charitable 
organization can provide through an employer-sponsored assistance program and the limitations 
applicable to such program depend on whether the employer-sponsored program is organized as 
a private foundation, public charity or a donor advised fund. In disaster-relief situations, the IRS 
may permit expedited handling of an organization’s application for recognition of exemption 
under IRC Section 501(c)(3). 
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Leave Donation Programs 
 
Under IR-2017-143, the IRS announced special relief designed to support leave-based donation 
programs to aid victims of Hurricane Harvey.  Under these programs, employees may 
temporarily forgo their vacation, sick or personal leave in exchange for cash payments the 
employer makes to charitable organizations providing relief for the victims of this 
disaster.  Under this special relief, the donated leave is not included in the income or wages of 
the employees.  Employers should also be permitted to deduct the cash payments as business 
expenses. 

Hardship Distributions from Qualified Retirement Plans  

FEMA's major disaster declaration for Hurricane Harvey also prompted the IRS to announce 
relief for qualified retirement plans.  Specifically, IRS Announcement 2017-11 relaxes certain 
procedures in order to allow employees to access their retirement plan funds, as needed, on 
account of financial needs created by Hurricane Harvey.  The IRS Announcement also permits 
employers to expand the types of financial events that are eligible for a hardship distribution.  

Moreover, a DOL news release indicates that the DOL will not strictly enforce certain deadlines 
and notice requirements (such as verifying documentation for loans and distributions, depositing 
participant contributions and loan repayments, or providing blackout notices), if failure to 
comply is attributable to Hurricane Harvey. 

Group Health Plan Relief  

The DOL encourages plans to make reasonable accommodations to prevent the loss of benefits if 
affected participants and beneficiaries fail to timely file documentation such as benefit claims or 
COBRA election notices. It also recognizes that plans may encounter disaster-related compliance 
challenges, and indicates that its approach to enforcement will emphasize compliance assistance 
where appropriate, such as when physical disruption to a plan or service provider’s principal 
place of business makes compliance impossible. 

Disaster Unemployment Benefits 

Federal law provides disaster unemployment benefits (“DUB”) through the Texas Workforce 
Commission for certain displaced employees and self-employed individuals impacted by 
Hurricane Harvey.  DUB payments are subject to federal income tax. 

Employees or self-employed individuals are eligible for DUB if as a direct result of Hurricane 
Harvey one of the following events occurs: 

• Lost their job, which was more than 50% of their total income, 
• They live in, work in, or travel through one of the declared disaster areas, 
• Their place of employment was damaged or closed, 
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• They were scheduled to start work but the job no longer exists or they can no longer 
reach the new job, 

• They suffered injury or incapacitation, or 
• They became the breadwinner or major support of the household due to the death of the 

head of household. 

Note that if individuals are eligible for regular unemployment insurance benefits they are not 
qualified to receive DUB until their regular benefits are exhausted.  Furthermore, emergency 
personnel and those who provide for the safety and well-being of the public are not eligible for 
DUB.   

Job Protection for Texas Employees  

Texas employers may not discharge or discriminate against employees who evacuate under 
emergency evacuation orders.  Employers that violate this provision are liable for any loss of 
wages or employer-provided benefits and must reinstate the employee to the same or equivalent 
position. 

For more information, refer to the Texas Labor Code, Title 2, Subtitle A, Chapter 22, 
Employment Discrimination for Participating in Emergency Evacuation.  

Tax Extension Relief  

The IRS extension applies to various tax filings and payment deadlines starting on August 23, 
2017, and applies automatically to any taxpayer (business or individual) whose address of record 
with the IRS is located within the affected Texas counties as specified by the IRS.  Those located 
outside the affected counties who have records within the affected area that are necessary to 
complete tax filings must contact the IRS to request the extension relief.   

This extension also specifically covers the October 31 deadline for businesses to file quarterly 
payroll and excise tax returns, and some estimated tax payments.  Moreover, the relief 
specifically applies to Form 5500 filings, which indicates that disaster extensions permitted by 
the IRS will also be permitted by the DOL. 

The postponement does not, however, apply to most information return filings, such as Form W-
2 and Forms 1094 and 1095.  The relief notes that taxpayers who previously received a filing 
extension for income tax returns will now have until January 31, 2018 to file but that no 
extension will apply to related income tax payments because filing extensions generally do not 
extend the time for payment. 

The Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts has also stated that it will grant extensions of up to 
90 days to file tax returns for any business affected by a declared disaster.  
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Conclusion 
 
Employers that are considering providing relief to employees affected by Hurricane Harvey or 
any other disaster or hardship situation should determine, based on all of the facts and 
circumstances, the best vehicle for the employer-sponsored assistance program. Moreover, 
organizations should keep in mind that annual tax or information returns may need to be filed in 
addition to other requirements that may also apply.   
 
The attorneys at Chamberlain Hrdlicka can assist employers to determine the best approach to 
help employees with disaster relief. For more information on employer-related relief charities, 
relief payments that may be made by existing organizations, types of employer-related relief, 
tax-filing deadlines, or related employment and employee benefit compliance matters, please 
contact your Chamberlain Hrdlicka attorney. 
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